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Temujin 
Album: 1000 Tears 
Release Date: May 13, 2008 
Label: Renaissance Records 

  

Track Listing 
01. Find Me 
02. 1000 Tears 
03. So Near 
04. Let You Go 
05. Spiral 
06. Down 
07. Blue Jay 
08. Taken 
09. Sheltered 
10. Haunted 
11. All of You 
12. Throwing Stones 
13. Heart and Soul  
 
Reviewer: Eric 
 
1000 Tears is the debut album from the duo of Kelly and Karl Lean. At 56 minutes in
Tears is taking it easy, using the best elements from acts like After Forever and Within Temptation. Is 
this enough to give 1000 Tears a listen?  
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It seems like Kelly and Karl Lean are playing it simple with their debut album. Everything sounds 
great, from the guitar work to the vocals. Even with all this great work I couldn
of parts where Kelly�s vocals should have been more symphonic-like or Karl should have been 
amazing us with some kick ass guitar solo. 1000 Tears just seems to play it safe, never really
its feet wet.  
 
No matter where you turn today there is a female fronted band in the symphonic metal scene. Since 
these bands are a dime a dozen then why would we need another band that doesn
really can�t answer this questions per say, but if you listen to what these two offer you will hear the 
passion and have for their music. It�s just sad to hear that they didn�t go out of their way to try 
anything new.  
 
There are times on this album where the songs seem to blend into each other. At times I thought I 
was listening to one huge track but then I turned down to see that two tracks went by. I enjoy when 
song transitions are good, but this time I really can�t say I enjoy because the
 
Final Verdict 
For their first full length I can hear some good things but there is a lot of room for
think if Temujin were to put more time into their next release we would get a much better album. 
Right now there are just too many bands like this now so there is a lot to judge this album off
 
Rating 
7 out of 10 

Temujin Official Web Site 
Temujin on Myspace 
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